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ON THE DETERMINATION OF IRREDUCIBLE MODULES

BY RESTRICTION TO A SUBALGEBRA

BY

J. LEPOWSKY(l) AND G.W. McCOLLUM

ABSTRACT. Let  S   be an algebra over a field, 3 a subalgebra of  S, and  a

an equivalence class of finite dimensional irreducible (Î-modules.  Under certain restric-

tions, bijections are established between the set of equivalence classes of irreducible

S-modules containing a nonzero a-primary (f-submodule, and the sets of equivalence

classes of all irreducible modules of certain canonically constructed algebras. Related

results had been obtained by Harish-Chandra and R. Godement in special cases.  The

general methods and results appear to be useful in the representation theory of semi-

simple Lie groups.

1. Introduction.   This paper was originally motivated by a desire to understand

a certain important theorem of Harish-Chandra [4, p. 32, Theorem 2]. This theorem

essentially asserts the following:  Let  g be a real semisimple Lie algebra and

ï C   g the fixed subalgebra of a Cartan involution of  g.  Let V be an irreducible

g-module which is a direct sum of finite dimensional irreducible  t-submodules.

Then  V  is determined up to equivalence by the knowledge of the action of t and of

the centralizer of  ï in the universal enveloping algebra of   g on any one oí the

nonzero primary ï-submodules of  V.  In this paper, we shall generalize, simplify

and sharpen Harish-Chandra's argument.

In proving his theorem, Harish-Chandra uses infinitesimal characters, and re-

lies on the finiteness of a certain module, which he proves in [3, p. 195, Theorem

lj.  Thus he uses some very special properties of the pair (g, Ï).   (This does, how-

ever, enable him to obtain a certain finiteness corollary   [4, p. 36, Corollary l]

which we do not attempt to generalize.) We shall replace the pair (g, t) by the

pair   (b,  a), where h is an arbitrary (possibly infinite dimensional) Lie algebra

over a field of characteristic zero, and   Ct is any Lie subalgebra of  f> which has

an Cl-invariant complement in   b on which the natural representation of   a  is a
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direct sum of finite dimensional irreducible submodules.   In §2, we develop the

relevant properties of such a pair.   These properties are essentially already known

(cf. [3, pp.  195—196] for a special case).

In §3, we consider quite generally an arbitrary algebra  j) and subalgebra  U

over an arbitrary field (£> and (f  will be specialized to the universal enveloping

algebras of  ft and   a, respectively).  In this setting, we define and develop the

general properties of the key subspaces A^'a of JO.  Here  ß and  a  ate equiva-

lence classes of finite dimensional irreducible (f-modules, and A^'a is the sub-

space of Jd which sends the a-primary subspace of any S-module (regarded as an

if-module by restriction) into the /3-primary   subspace.    The definition of these

spaces in the "diagonal" cases A   '    was suggested by Harish-Chandra's spaces

A [4, p. 33] and A(S) [4, p. 50].

Let  a be an equivalence class of finite dimensional irreducible (f-modules,

and let  3    be the annihilator in U of any module in   a.   In §4, by adding the

assumption that jj/mv, regarded as an a-module, is a direct sum of finite dimen-

sional irreducible submodules, we establish a bijection between the set of equiva-

lence classes of all irreducible .¿-modules containing a nonzero a-primary (f-sub-

module and the set of equivalence classes of all irreducible modules of the algebra

Aa'a/%Aa (Theorem 4.9).   This is a generalization of part of Harish-Chandra's

argument (cf. [4, p. 34]).   One feature of our argument is that in place of Harish-

Chandra's use of Zorn's lemma [4, p. 34], we explicitly construct the appropriate

maximal left ideal of S, in a general module-theoretic setting (Propositions 4.6

and 4.7).

We begin §5 with three known general lemmas concerning full matrix algebras.

We then make the assumptions of §2, together with two additional ones.   This en-

ables us to show that the algebra Aa,a/%$a mentioned above is the tensor prod-

uct of a full matrix algebra with the algebra  S   /Jo     C\ Ma, where  &    is the

centralizer of   0. in the universal enveloping algebra  X) of  6 (Theorem 5.4).   We

can then prove the main result (Theorem 5.5), which establishes a bijection be-

tween the set of equivalence classes of all irreducible J5-modules containing a

nonzero a-primary (f-submodule and the set of equivalence classes of all irreduc-

ible modules of S   /$     C\ J$a (Harish-Chandra proves only the injectivity in his

special case; see [4, p. 32, Theorem 2] and [4, p. 36, Corollary 2]).

We remark that Theorem 5.5 may be regarded as an algebraic analogue of

certain results of R. Godement [2, Theorems 8, 9 and 12] on generalized spherical

functions.

We shall consider applications of our results in later papers (see [7]).

2. The Lie algebra setting.   Let F be a field of characteristic zero, ft a Lie

algebra over  F,   aC ft a Lie subalgebra of  ft, and   C C 6 an  a-invariant
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complement for  a in  £> such that the natural representation of   a on  C is finitely

semisimple (that is, it is semisimple and all the irreducible components are finite

dimensional).

Let A (resp., (f) denote the universal enveloping algebra of b (resp., a), so

that we may regard (f C Jß in the natural way. Then b-modules (resp., a-modules)

are identified with ^-modules (resp., Œ-modules).

Lemma 2.1. The tensor product (over F) of two finitely semisimple represen-

tations of  0. is again finitely semisimple.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that if 77 and p are finite dimensional irre-

ducible representations of   a, then  77 ® p is a semisimple representation of   a.

Let in (resp.,  z   ) denote the kernel of 77 (resp.,  p) in  a. Now   ax = t\/iv n z

is a finite dimensional Lie algebra, and  77 and  p can be regarded as irreducible

representations of   a...  Then  77 ® p is a semisimple representation  of   a,, since

E  has characteristic zero (see [l, p. 83, Corollaire l]).  Thus   77 ® p is a semi-

simple representation of   a.    Q.E.D.

For every vector space  V  (over F), let S(V) denote the symmetric algebra

over V.  Let X: 5(b) —» J? denote the "symmetrization" mapping, that is, the

unique linear isomorphism such that

x(x,... x ) = —r y^ x ,,.••• x , .
1 n       n\ ¿^    oil ) a(n)

a

for all nonnegative integers   72 and all x., • • • , x    £ b (see [l, §2.7]). Here  o

ranges over all permutations of Í1, • • • , 72!, the product on the left is taken in

5(b), and the products on the right are taken in m. It is interesting to note that

A may also be defined as the unique linear map from S(b) to   Jo such that X(xn) =

xn for all x e b, 72 > 0, since the powers x" (x £ b, 72 > 0) span S(b).   We note

that X is defined on 5(a) and 5(c) by regarding 5(a) C 5(b) and 5(c) C 5(b).

Now 5(b) and ÍB are both b-modules, by unique extension by derivations of

the adjoint representation of b on itself. Moreover, À is a b-module map (see [l,

§2.8]).

The natural action of   a on   C extends uniquely to an action  p oí  0. as

derivations of 5(c). We assert that  p   is finitely semisimple.  Indeed, the action

of   a  on   C is finitely semisimple  by hypothesis, and so the natural action of   a

as derivations of the tensor algebra over  C is finitely semisimple, by Lemma 2.1.

But since  p is a quotient of this representation,  p is finitely semisimple.

Let 5 be a left ideal of u, and let o denote the natural representation of a

on (3/5 induced by left multiplication. Let r denote the natural representation of

a on $/$5 induced by left multiplication. We shall relate p, a and r in Lemmas

2.3 and 2.4.
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Lemma 2.2  (cf. [3, p. 193, Lemma 12]).  The map f: 5(c) ® 8. -> % given by

x ® y  h-» X(x)y  is a linear isomorphism.

Proof.   For every vector space  V  (over  F), let  T(V) denote the tensor algebra

over V, and for every n > 0, let  Tn(V) denote the 72th graded subspace of T(V).

Let  1"(V) denote the space of symmetric tensors in T"(V), that is, the tensors

left fixed by the natural action of the symmetric group on  tz   letters on  T"(V), and

let
OO

1(V) -- T]   ln(V) C T(V).

n = 0

Also, let S"(V) denote the Tzth graded subspace of S(V).

We regard  T(a) C T(6),  T(c) C T(ft), 5(a) C 5(6) and 5(c) C 5(6).  The map

g: 5(c) ® 5(a) —> 5(ft) given by x ® y H» xy is an algebra isomorphism.  Let

77: T(ft) — 5(6)

be the natural projection homomorphism. Then the restrictions  (t7|T(C)): T(c) —> 5(c)

and   (77|T(a)): T(a) —► 5(a) are the natural projection homomorphismsfor   C and   a,

respectively, so that the restrictions

¡Tj: 2(c) —» 5(c),       772: 1(a) —» 5(a)

of  77 are linear isomorphisms.

Let

W = 2(c)® 2(a) CT(6),

and, for each  n > 0, let W" = W O  T"(6),so that
OO

W = J_T  W*.
n=0

Then  (771 W): W — 5(6) can be factored as

77 I W   = g   O (77 j  ®   772).

Hence  77 | W  is a linear isomorphism, and so

„\Wn: W" —>Sn(b)

is a linear isomorphism for each 72 > 0. Thus it follows from [l, p. 33, Corollaire

l] (essentially the Poincare'-Birkhoff-Witt theorem) that  <p: W —> % is a linear

isomorphism, where  cf> is the restriction to W  of the natural projection map from

T(6) onto $. But (cp I 2(a)): 1(a) —> (Î is a linear isomorphism, again by [l, p.

33, Corollaire l], so that

cp ° ((tzj)- 1 ® (<p|2(a))- M: 5(c) ® 3 — %
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is a linear isomorphism. Since  A|5(c) = <£ ° (77 )-1   and  </> is a homomorphism, we

have the lemma.     Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.3. The map  1: 5(c) ® fl/$ — 3B/SB5 given by x ® (y + 5) H» A(%)y +

$5 (x e 5(c), y e S) zs a linear isomorphism.

Proof.  From the exact sequence

0 — 5 — 0-^0/5 — 0,
we have that the sequence

0_^5(c)® 5 — 5(c)® S —5(c)®0/5—0

is exact.  The lemma follows from the isomorphisms

5(c) ® fl ̂  A(5(c))Cf = 33,      5(c) ® 5 ä, A(5(c))5 = »5

given by Lemma 2.2.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.4 (cf. [3, p. 195, Theorem 1, first assertion]). The isomorphism 1

of Lemma 2.3 is an a-module map with respect to p ® a and r. In particular, if

o is finitely semisimple, then  t is finitely semisimple.

Proof.   Let a £ a, x e 5(C) and yea.  Then

l(a ■ (x ® (y + $))) = t(« • x ® (y + 5) + x ® (czy + 5))

= A(a • x)y + X(x)ay + $5 = (a • A(x))y + A(x)ay + $5

= aA(x)y - A(x)ay + X(x)ay + ÍB5

= aA(x)y + S<| = a . Ax ® (y + 5)),

proving the first statement.  The second statement follows from Lemma 2.1.

Q.E.D.

3.  The spaces A^,a. We now generalize the setting of §2.  Let  E  be any

field.  Let  .» be an (associative) algebra (with 1) over F, and U C ÍB a sub-

algebra of A.   Let U denote the set of equivalence classes of finite dimensional

simple (l-modules (or, equivalently, finite dimensional irreducible representations

of (l).  For any  a £ (1 and any Cl-module  V, we denote by   V     the a-primary sub-

space of  V, that is, the sum of all the simple submodules of  V  in the, class   a.

We shall regard J3-modules as U-modules by restriction.  For every  a £ U, we de-

note by 3a the kernel in (1 of any representation in the class  a, so that sa is a

two-sided ideal of Cf.

Lemma 3.1.  Let  a e Cf, and let  V  be an (l-module.   Then V    is precisely the

annihilator of ia in  V.

Proof.   Let  Vj  be the annihilator of 4a in V. Clearly,  VaCVx.

Now (l/3a is a simple ring.  Indeed, let  W be an Cf-module in the class
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a, so that W is a simple faithful module for the ring 8/ia. Let K = End^W, so

that K is a division ring, and W is finite dimensional over K. By Wedderburn's

theorem, 8/ia a End„W, which is a simple ring.

Now the unique equivalence class of simple (f/3a-modules is the class induced

by a. Since  V l  is an 8/ia-module,  V j  is an a-primary (f-module. Hence  V l C

Va.    Q.E.D.^
Let a £ A. The left ideal JoSa of % can be characterized as follows:

Proposition 3.2.  The left ideal %ia of % is precisely the subset of s> which

annihilates  V   for every Jo-module    V, or, alternatively, which annihilates  Va in

the special case in which  V = %/%3a, regarded as the %-module induced by left

multiplication.

Proof.  To show that the annihilatot of (Jo/%<3a)a in ÍB is contained in %ia,

we have

i+%$a£ (%/Ma)a

by Lemma 3.1. Hence if x £ % annihilates  (%/%êa)a, then x £ %a.    Q.E.D.

Fix a, /Se(3. We define

Aß>a= \x e. iß| ißx C <Ma\ = \x e 8| %ßx C W\.

We can characterize A^'a in two ways, given by the next two propositions:

Proposition 3.3.   A^'a is precisely the subset of % which transforms  V

into V a for every %-module  V, or, alternatively, which transforms   Va into V n

in the special case in which V = %/%ia.

Proof. AP'a transforms  Va into Vß by Lemma 3-1. Conversely, if x e %

transforms (j8/$4a)a, into   (%/W)ß, then x . (1 + %$a) = x'+ %a e (%/W)ß, so

that ißx C%êa.       Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.4. %ia CA^a, and A^a/%§a = (%Ma)ß (regarding  %/%ia as

a Jo-module).

Proof.  Immediate from Lemma 3.1.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.5. We have A y <ß A ß>a C A y 'a for all   a, ß, ye8.

Proof. Clear from either the definition or from Proposition 3-3.   Q.E.D.

The following result concerning the special case Aa'a (a £ 8) is clear:

Proposition 3.6. Aa'a is a subalgebra of S, and is the normalizer in % of

the left ideal fBáa of S, that is,  Aa'a is the largest subalgebra of % which con-

tains  %êa   as a two-sided ideal.  Moreover, Aa,a/%$a is an algebra which acts

naturally on V    for every %-module  V.
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Remark 3.7.  The definition of Aa'a  was suggested by [4, pp. 33, 50], as

indicated in the Introduction.

We give another interpretation of the Jo-module A/Aia :

Proposition 3.8. The map f: A ®fl Q/ia — %/W given by x ® (y + ia) H»

%y + A%a (x £ A, y E Cf ) is a A-module isomorphism. (Here % is regarded as a left

A-module and a right (l-module A

Proof.  The map / is clearly well defined and is a Ja-module map. Conversely,

the map g: A3ia — % ®fl C?/0a given by  x + W 1- x ® 1   (x £ A) is well de-

fined, is a ,B-module map, and is a left and right inverse of /.    Q.E.D.

4. Extension of submodules and ideals; application to irreducible modules.

We retain the notation and assumptions of §3-  In addition, we assume that the

natural representation of Cf  on A/Aia   is finitely semisimple for a certain  a e Cf

fixed throughout this section.  This holds in particular (for arbitrary   a) under the

assumptions of §2, by Lemma 2.4.

Remark 4.1.   In view of Proposition 3-4, the new assumption implies that

iB/:Br = U Ate/W
ßed

and hence that  ÍB = 2¿¡eg A^'a and that

A^ n      £     A7-a = A$a

yeS-.yß
for all  ße Cf.

Proposition 4.2.   Let   V  be an irreducible A-module such that   Va   / 0, or more

generally, let   V  be a A-module generated by  V  .   Then V  is finitely semisimple

under Cf.

Proof.  Remark 4.1 and Proposition 3-3 imply that

*• v*c U vb-   Q-E-D-
z3eâ

Remark 4.3.   One can easily generalize Proposition 4.2 as follows:  Let

I" = \y £ Cf|ij8/.'o9'   is finitely semisimple under Cfi.

Let  V  be a ,£-module.  Then

* • ii vyc a V
yfr fl(8

In particular, if  Y     Cl   (for example, under the assumptions of §2), then  UgcZVg

is a íB-submodule of V.
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Proposition 4.4. Let  V be a %-module, let  ße8 and let S  be a subset of V .

Then   (2 -5)  n   Vß=Aß>a -S.

Proof.   Immediate from Remark 4.1 and Proposition 3-3.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 4.5 (cf. [4, p. 33]).  Let  V be an irreducible A-module and sup-

pose that  Va   4 0.  Then  Va is invariant and irreducible under Aa'a.  More

generally, if V   is not necessarily irreducible, then V    is  Aa,a-irreducible if and

only if Va 4 0 and every %-submodule of  V which meets   Va contains   V  .

Proof. Suppose that V  is not necessarily irreducible, that  V    4 0 and that

every ®-submodule of  V which meets  Va contains   Va.  Let  W be a nonzero  Aa'a-

submodule of Va.  Then (ft • W) n Va = Aa'a ■ W = W by Proposition 4.4, and so

Jo ■ W I) Va by hypothesis.  Thus  W = Va , so that Va is A a'a-irreducible.  The rest

of the  proposition is clear.     Q.E.D.

Let V be a Jj-module and let W be an Aa,a -submodule of V . Then we de-

fine an extension of W to be a S-submodule of V whose intersection with Va is

W.  The following is a "going-up" theorem:

Proposition 4.6. Let V be a %-module, and let W be an Aa'a-submodule of

V  .   Then W has a smallest extension Wmin,  and Wmin = % ■ W.  Moreover,  Wmin
a

is contained in every extension of every Aa'a-submodule of V    containing W.   Now

let  V be finitely semisimple under 8, and let  P: V —> Va be the natural projection

map with respect to the semisimple decomposition.   Then W has a largest extension

Wraax , and

(*) Wmax =\v e V\ (SB- v) O vac W\

(**) =\v £ V\ P(%-v) CW\.

Moreover,   Wmax    contains every extension of every Aa,a-submodule of W.

Proof.  The assertions about Wmln   are clear by taking   ß = a  and 5 = W   in

Proposition  4.4.  Let  V be finitely semisimple under 8. Now the right-hand side

of (*) equals the right-hand side of (**), since   % ■ v is an (f-submodule of V,

and so (S • v) n Va = P(% ■ v) for all v £ V.  Let X  be the right-hand side of

(*).  Then  X  is clearly a 55-submodule of  V, by (**).  If   w £ W, then

Cß • w) n Va = Aa>a -wCW

by Proposition 4.4, so that X  is an extension of W.  If  Y is an extension of an

A a>a-submodule of W, then for all y £ Y,

(S • y) n vacyn vac w,

so that y e X.   Thus  Wmax  is the largest extension of W, and the last assertion

holds.    Q.E.D.
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We now apply Proposition 4.6 to the case  V = A/Aaa .  Let  M(a) be the set of

maximal left ideals of A containing  Asa, and let  L(a) be the set of maximal left

ideals of Aa'a   containing A$a .  For every  51Ï £ M(a), let  <p(%) = 5H  O Aa'a .  Let

77: A — %ma be the quotient map, and let   P: $/333a - Aa-a/534a be the pro-

jection onto  (A/Aia)a with respect to the Cf-primary decomposition.

Proposition 4.7 (cf. [4, pp. 33-34]). We have  cb(M(a)) C L(a), and cp: M(a)—>

L(a) zs a bijection.  If X. £ L(á), then

cf>-l(£) = \x £ A\ (23*) n Aa.ac£|

= \x e 33| (A . frU)) n 77(Aa-a) c iK£)|

'= (x  £ Sft| P(% ■ irU)) C *(£), = Tf-HzT^)"1351 )

(see Proposition 4.6).  Moreover,   ç6~   (il) contains every left ideal m of A such

that %n Aa'a Cf.

Proof. Let JTÏ e M(a), so that ÍB/)K is an irreducible 33-module. Since 1 + Uli e

(AM)a, (A/%)a / 0, and the annihilator of 1 + 5H in A a'a is % D Aa'a. But by

Proposition 4.5, (Affl)a is Aa'a-irreducible. Thus 1 O Aa'a e L(a), so that <p\M(a)) C

L(a).

Now let f £ L(a), so that  77(i.) is a maximal proper A a'a-submodule of n(Aa'a).

Then  77(j_)max  (see Proposition 4.6) is a maximal proper !B-submodule of  rr(A).  In-

deed,   77(Jt)max   is the largest extension of  77(f),  and so any strictly larger i>submod-

ule of  77(iB) would contain  7r(l ), and hence would equal  77(53).  Thus   n~ l(n(£.)ma* ) £

M (a), and  77-' (77(£)max ) n Aa'a= £. Conversely, if 5H e M (a) and %r\Aa'a = £,

then   tt(m) is clearly a maximal extension of  77(f),  so that  77(511) = rr(X_)max.  Thus

qy is a bijection, and

cA-1(£)=77-1(77(f)maX).

The remaining formulas for  cp~   (f ) follow from Proposition 4.6 (*), (**), and the

last statement follows from the last statement of Proposition 4.6.    Q.E.D.

Remark 4.8.  The expression for  cp~  (f ) was originally suggested by the for-

mula for  L .   in [6, p. 632] and the formula for  m  in [2, p. 513, Lemma 8].

Theorem 4.9 (cf. [4, p. 34]).  The correspondence  V (-> V  , where   V ranges

through the irreducible A-modules such that  Va / 0, induces a bijection from the

set of equivalence classes of all such A-modules with the set of equivalence

classes of all irreducible  A a'a /A$a -modules.

Proof.   If  V  is an irreducible .¿-module such that  Va / 0, then   Vais an irre-

ducible A<x'<x-module by Proposition 4.5, and hence naturally induces an irreducible

A a,a/i>3a-module. The equivalence class of V  clearly determines that of Va,

Now let Vj  and V2 be irreducible 33-modules such that (V l)a / 0 and

(V2)a ^ 0, and suppose /: (Vx)a —> (V2)a is an  A   'a-isomorphism.  Choose a
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nonzero element v e (Vl)a.  Let  3H,   (resp.,  %2) be the annihilator of v (resp.,

f(v)) in S, so that Dïl.e M(a) (Í = 1, 2).  Let   £ be the annihilator of y  in Aa'a

Then £e L(a), and X is also the annihilator of f (v) in Aa'a. Since

JUjO Aa'a = £=)R2 n/fV,

we have Jlïj   = !)lî2  = <p_   (it),  by Proposition 4.7.  Thus   Vl  and  V2  are equivalent

J3-modules, since each is equivalent to %/cp~  (£).

Finally, suppose that W  is an  irreducible Aa'a/!Bâa-module, and let   zi>eW,

w 4 0. Regard W  as an A a'a-module.  Then the annihilator X of w  in Aa'a  is

in  L(a). By  Proposition 4.7,     çS_1(£)n Aa-a =£, so that Aa<a/£.,   which is

equivalent to W, is naturally embedded in the S-module  %/cf>~   (x). Since

cj>-l(£)£M(a),  $/<?-'(£) is S-irreducible. Finally,   A a-a/£ = (jBAp" >(£))a, by

Proposition 4.4 applied to V = ®/0~ 2(£),  ß = a and 5 = {l + <p~'(£)].     Q.E.D.

5- The absolutely irreducible case.  Let the field F be arbitrary.  If R  is an

algebra (over F) and 5  is a subset of R, we denote by R    the centralizer of 5

in R.  Our aim in §5  is to study the relationship between S     and the algebras

A   •   , and to sharpen Theorem 4.9.  We begin with three general lemmas.

Lemma 5.1.   Let  B  be a full matrix algebra, and let  C be an arbitrary vector

space (over F).   Regard B   ®F C as a left and a right B-module in the natural way.

Then any subspace D   of B ® C which is a left and right B-submodule is of the

form D = B ® (C  O D).  The conclusion holds in particular if C  is an algebra and

D  is a 2-sided ideal of the algebra  B ® C.

Proof.  B  may be regarded as a left and a right B -module under left and right

multiplication, respectively, so that  B ® B   acts as a space of operators on B.

It is well known that this space of operators consists of all linear endomorphisms

of B.  In particular,    D   is  invariant  under  all  operators   Q ® 1,  where Q   is any

linear endomorphism of B.

Let èj, ■ • • , bN be a basis of B.  Let a = 2^=1 b. ® c{ £ D  (c.£ C).  For

all i = 1, • • •, N, let Q . e EndP B be such that 0 b . = 1  and 0 b . = 0 for ;: 4 i.
*- z r ~-1   i il

Since D  is invariant   under Q  ®1, we have   1 ®c.eD.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.2 (cf. [5, p. 118, Theorem 2]).   Let  B  be as in Lemma 5.1, and let

E  be an arbitrary algebra containing  B as a subalgebra.   Then E = B  ®p E     as

algebras.

Proof.  Let  E . (resp., E ) denote the left (resp., right) B-module induced by

left (resp., right) multiplication of S   on E.  Then E , is a direct sum of copies of

the unique simple left B module  V, and E    is a direct sum of copies of the unique

simple right B-module   V*.  Regard    E, ®E    as a left and a right B-module in the

obvious way. Then E .® E    is a direct sum of copies of   V ® V*.  Let
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X = fx £ V ® V*| b ■ x = x • b  for all  ft e ßj.

Then it is well known that  X  is one dimensional, and that  V ® V* = B • X,  since

V* is isomorphic to the dual of V. Hence if we let

y = íy e E; ® Et\ b ■ y = y • b  fot all b £ B],

then E [& Er = B     Y..

Now the multiplication map from E x E  to E  induces a left and right B-mod-

ule map 772: E/ ® Er—» E.  Thus m(y)CEß, and so E = BEB.

Let   77: B ® E    —» E  be the homomorphism induced by multiplication.  Then  77

is surjective by the above. But  Ker 77 is a two-sided ideal of ß ® E   , and so

Ker 77 = S ® (Ker 77 n Eö),

by Lemma 5.1. Since  77 is injective on E   , we must have Ker 77 = 0.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 5.3.  Let  B  be as in Lemma 5.1, and let C be an algebra.   Let X  be

a fixed irreducible B-module (so that  X  is uniquely determined up to equivalence).

Then the correspondence   Y H» X   ®F   Y  (Y a C-module) induces a bijection from

the set of equivalence classes of irreducible (resp., all) C-modules to the set of

equivalence classes of irreducible (resp., all) (B   ®F  C)-modules.   The inverse of

this bijection is given by  Z  Y-* Hom„ (X, Z) (Z a  B ® C-module).

Proof.  Let Z  be a ß ® C-module, and let  Y = Hom„ (X, Z), regarded as a

C-module. Then X ® Y is a ß ® C-module.  Let   cS: X ® Y -* Z be the linear

map given by  x ® / r-* f(x).  Then  cp is a linear isomorphism.  Indeed, write Z  as

direct sum of copies of X, and choose a fixed ß-isomorphism of X  onto each copy

Since  X  is absolutely irreducible under  B, the resulting set   i/.l is a basis of  Y.

Let  \x.\ be a basis of X.  Then  lx.®/! is a basis of X ® Y, and  cp(\x . ® f.])

is a basis of Z.  Thus  cp is a linear isomorphism. Since  cp is clearly a ß ® C-

module map, cp is a ß ® C-module isomorphism.

Conversely,   let   V be a C-module, and let  Z = X ® V, regarded as a B ® C-

module.  Then Hom„ (X, Z) is a C-module.   Let  yj : Y —> Hom„ (X, Z) be the

linear map given by y (—» (x (-» x  ® y).  To show that  </z is a linear isomorphism,

choose a basis  iy  ! of  Y.  This determines a decomposition of Z   into a direct

sum of copies of X, together with a fixed ß-isomorphism of X  onto each copy;

the ß-isomorphism associated with y . is given by   x (-» x ® y .. Since X  is

absolutely irreducible under  ß, this set of B-isomorphisms is a basis of Hom„ (X, Z).

Thus  ^ is a linear isomorphism, and hence a C-module isomorphism. This estab-

lishes the lemma, except  for the irreducibility.

Let   V be a C-module, and suppose that   Yx  is a proper nonzero C-submodule

of  y.  Then  X ® y.   is a proper nonzero  ß ® C-submodule of X ® Y.  Thus if
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Y is not C-irreducible, then X ®Y  is not B ® C-irreducible. Conversely, let Z

be a B ® C-module, and let Zj  be a proper nonzero B ® C-submodule of Z.   Then

Homß (X, Zj) is a proper nonzero C-submodule of Homß (X, Z). Thus if Z  is not

B ® C-irreducible, then Homß(X, Z) is not C-irreducible.    Q.E.D.

We now make the assumptions of §2, together with the assumption that the

natural representation of   a  on   ft be finitely semisimple.  In addition, we fix  a £

8 and assume that  a  is an equivalence class of absolutely irreducible represen-

tations of 8, so that  8/§a is a full matrix algebra.

Now (f C A a'a and  Jo    = Jo     C A a'a, and we may identify the images of U

and  S°   in   Aa<a/Ma with 8/8   O W   and  »' /S ° n Sáa, respectively.  But

8 n Sáa = 4a by Lemma 2.2, so that   fl/8 O $áa = (f/áa.

Theorem 5.4. We have

Aa>a/W = (f/3a® (ißfl/»a n S3a) ¿ o

as algebras.   In particular,  Aa-a=8%a   + %a.

Proof.  By Lemma 5.2, we have

Aa-a/M a = (f/á a ® (Aa-a/M a ) " ;

here the second factor denotes the centralizer of   a  in the quotient Aa'a/%ia

of a-submodules of £ under the natural (adjoint) representation of   a on Jd. But

since  6 is finitely semisimple under   a, the same is true of J), and hence of Aa'a.

Thus

(Aa>a/Ma)a at (Aa-a)a/(Aa'a)a n %ia = %a/%a O Wa.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.5.  Let  V be a %-module, and fix an 8-module X  in the class  a.

Then Homa (X, V) = Homa (X, Va) is a SVíB" n %ia-module by the action of

S   /SB    n  ®§a OTZ  V      ami the correspondence   V H+ Homg (X, V) induces a bi-

jection from the set of equivalence classes of all irreducible Ji-modules V such that

V 4 0 with the set of equivalence classes of all irreducible  S   /Jo    n ÍBs-tzzoíÍ-

zz/es.   Moreover   (c/.  [4, p. 36, Corollary 2]), z'/ V  z's szzc/b a %-module, then V

is invariant and irreducible under 8%    (a subalgebra of % independent of a),

and the equivalence class of V  is determined unquely by the equivalence class

of the 8%a-module  V   .

Proof.  The bijection assertion follows immediately from Theorems 4.9 and

5.4, together with Lemma 5.3.  The irreducibility of Va under Cffo °  is an imme-

diate consequence of Proposition 4.5 and the second assertion of Theorem 5.4,

and the last assertion follows from Theorem 4.9 and the second assertion of

Theorem 5.4.    Q.E.D.
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